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The Los Angeles Times has claimed that Reefer Madness was the first film that a generation embraced as "the
worst". No Orchids for Miss Blandish was described by British film historian Leslie Halliwell as a "hilariously
awful gangster film The final scene is notable for Ruth delivering on a promise he made to a young cancer
patient that he would hit a home run. Not only does Ruth succeed in fulfilling the promise, but also the child is
subsequently cured of his cancer. Dan Shaughnessy of the Boston Globe claimed the film was the worst he
had ever seen, [12] while the Washington Times stated that it "stands as possibly the worst movie ever made".
Club , [14] [15] and called one of the worst biopics by Moviefone and Spike. After a nightmarish dream
sequence , Glen undergoes psychotherapy to help cure his affliction. Bela Lugosi appears in this film, as he
did in several other Wood films toward the end of his career. Robot Monster Robot Monster , a science-fiction
film originally shot and exhibited in 3D , features an actor dressed in a gorilla suit and what looks almost like
a diving helmet. The Golden Turkey Awards confers on its main character the title of "Most Ridiculous
Monster in Screen History" and, listing director Tucker among the runners-up to "Worst Director of All Time"
the winner being Ed Wood , states, "What made Robot Monster ineffably worse than any other low-budget
sci-fi epic was its bizarre artistic pretension". It was featured in an episode of the movie-mocking television
show Mystery Science Theater , [20] and was fondly remembered by author Stephen King , who quotes, and
agrees with, a review in Castle of Frankenstein magazine "certainly among the finest terrible movies ever
made", "one of the most laughable poverty row quickies". The movie was filmed near St. Originally written
for Marlon Brando , The Guardian called the choice of Wayne for Khan "one of the worst casting decisions of
all time". This film developed a negative reputation for its poor special effects including a scene on the alien
planet, where an automobile is visible driving past. Hunter included it in his list of candidates for "the worst
British film ever made". This movie marked the final film appearance of Bela Lugosi. Numerous critics also
pointed out the cheap, hardly believable special effects and kitschy dialogue. Shot in , the film was not
released until because of difficulty in finding a distributor. In , Tim Burton directed Ed Wood , which includes
some material about the trials and tribulations of making Plan 9. Phil Hall of Film Threat calls it "far too
entertaining to be considered as the very worst film ever made". Plan 9 From Outer Space is one of them.
Nelson, but he keeps his name when credited as an actor. The movie is about a large slug-like alien that lands
on Earth and terrorizes an American town. Scott Weinberg of efilmcritic. Del Tenney directed it, and the plot
mainly consists of sea monsters attacking young women at slumber parties on a beach, who keep returning
even after a few murders. The New York Times film review stated, "The most to be said for him is that he has
not stinted on the gore. The First Wave, â€” called it "by far the worst of the sixties beach films", and Stephen
King called it "an abysmal little wet fart of a film". Steckler also starred in the film, billed under the
pseudonym "Cash Flagg". In the film, three friends visit a carnival and stumble into a group of occultists and
disfigured monsters. The film was billed as the first "monster musical", beating out The Horror of Party Beach
by a mere month in release date. It is this lunar purity which largely imparts to the film its classic stature.
Because Martian children only get to see Santa Claus on TV signals beamed from Earth, their parents decide
to abduct Santa to make them happy. The film was initially criticized for its oddity and poor special effects. It
is also known for starring a very young Pia Zadora. An estimated release date was announced as , though it
was then believed to have been in development hell. The production ran out of money and the film was
abandoned. Herschell Gordon Lewis , who reportedly needed a second feature to compose a double bill,
purchased and completed it for a minimal amount of money. One of the actors Lewis managed to rehire had
gained weight, gone bald, and grown a goatee, so Lewis recast him as the brother of the original character. At
one point, when a phone supposedly rings, the sound effect is obviously a person making a noise with their
mouth. All Movie Guide calls the film a "surreal anti-masterpiece". The Hands of Fate The low-budget horror
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film Manos: Warren, concerns a vacationing family kidnapped by a polygamous cult of pagans. The film was
conceived after Warren bet Academy Award-winning screenwriter Stirling Silliphant that anyone could make
a horror movie. All dialogue was later dubbed by Warren and four others, including a grown woman who
dubbed the voice for a seven-year-old girl. It also used the technique of inserting clips from Golden Age
movies in such a way that the dialogue took on sexual undertones. Several stars whose films were featured
objected to the gimmick, and some such as Loretta Young sued to remove the footage. The film was a critical
failure, with Time magazine saying "Myra Breckinridge is about as funny as a child molester". Gore Vidal
disowned it, calling it "an awful joke", [67] and blamed the movie for a decade-long drought in the sale of the
original book. Z the name under which it was lampooned on Mystery Science Theater The film follows a
Nazi mad scientist who injects himself with a formula that turns him into a mutated catfish. Florida
Times-Union critic Matt Soergel quipped Zaat "could very well be the best film ever made about a mutated
catfish". The film was presumed lost , but after resurfacing 38 years after its production, it became a "midnight
sensation" in Tel Aviv and developed a cult following akin to The Rocky Horror Picture Show. It was then
released internationally on home video by Grindhouse Releasing. Gil Shefler of The Jewish Daily Forward
described it as "perfectly awful", offering that it "probably is the worst Israeli movie ever made, and a serious
candidate for the worst movie of all time". Not just Batman-themed pornography. ALL pornography",
deriding its "obese redneck" cast as rendering the film " wank -proof". Upon release, it received very negative
reviews. CNN noted it was once considered "the worst musical extravaganza in Hollywood history". He
subsequently recut it again before it debuted on cable TV the next year. The Heretic Exorcist II: While British
film critic Mark Kermode called the original film his favourite film of all time, he believes the sequel to be the
worst film ever made. Critic Bill Chambers stated it was "Possibly the worst film ever made and surely the
worst sequel ever made. Out of the Shadows, he confessed, "The sin I committed was not giving the audience
what it wanted in terms of horror. Despite its all-star cast including Michael Caine , Henry Fonda , Richard
Widmark and Olivia de Havilland , it was a box-office failure and was excoriated by reviewers. It was initially
unable to find a distributor until , when it received a wider release. Caligula earned some prerelease
controversy after Gore Vidal , who had written the script, distanced himself from the film. When Caligula was
released, it received strongly hostile reviews, reviewers criticizing its extreme scenes of sex and violence and
lack of narrative coherence. Louis Post-Dispatch discussing historical films set in Ancient Rome, argued, "two
of the worst movies made in the 20th century were ancient Rome pieces He demanded 50 takes of at least one
scene, and refused to start shooting for another until a cloud he liked rolled across the sky. It later resurfaced
in a minute version, but by then the damage was done. Vincent Canby famously called it "an unqualified
disaster", among other things. The production is also notorious for the cruelty to animals that occurred both on
screen and on site, including deliberately killing a horse with explosives. In stark contrast, the Times called the
restored version "a modern masterpiece" and its cut "one of the greatest injustices of cinematic history".
Manohla Dargis of The New York Times said that the movie "has been called a disaster and a disgrace, yet
also anointed a masterpiece". A number of reviewers at various media outlets described Inchon as the worst
film ever made, including The Washington Post, [] Newsweek, [] TV Guide, [] and the Canadian Press.
Despite being a box office success, it was widely panned by critics upon its release due to its poor screenplay,
bad acting, and unintentional humor. Leonard Maltin , writing for his Movie Guide , stated that the film "lacks
action, humor and charm", and considered it so bad that it "nearly forced editors of this book to devise a rating
lower than BOMB". Hischak described it thus:
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more.

How about stupid sunglasses? During his tenure, Paraguay transformed into a safe haven for Nazi war
criminals. Yet despite all this, Stroessner seemed terrified that people might one day forget his name. We
know this because he plastered the thing absolutely everywhere. Newsreaders were required to start broadcasts
with his name. After he was deposed, all references to his name vanished overnight. Tools like Twitter and
Instagram disseminate information to protestors, show police beating innocent people, and can ultimately
cause revolutions. So when Tajikistan dictator Emomali Rahmon shut down YouTube in , residents probably
assumed it was for security reasons. It was because someone had uploaded a video of Rahmon dancing badly.
But it embarrassed Rahmon so much that the entire country was banned from accessing YouTube, and a
regional station that rebroadcast the footage was taken off the air. To this day, the video remains
unmentionable in Tajik circles, presumably on pain of a very nasty death. But some dictators have to win at
utterly ridiculous things, too, even at things that require no skill or intelligence whatsoever. Things like the
Zimbabwe state lottery. The record-breaking amount this wise ruler had managed to snag? His government
frequently publishes photos showing Vlad hunting, fighting, hunting, discovering lost treasure , and then
hunting some more. But when he decided to move into fishing , it sparked an international vanity contest of
bizarre proportions. In , Putin claimed to have landed a kilogram 46 lb pike during a fishing trip. This touched
a nerve with Alexander Lukashenko, the despotic ruler of neighboring Belarus, who immediately took time
out from his busy torture schedule to land an even bigger catch. Press releases were quickly hurried out. In the
end, the Internet made a mockery of both fishermen, and few of their citizens believed their claims. Ruler of
the Central African Republic from to , he was famous for massacring groups of protestors and throwing
courtiers who displeased him to his pet lions. He was also deeply, deeply insecure, to the extent that he once
decreed that schoolchildren must wear expensive uniforms bearing a gigantic picture of his face. Even for
those used to living under a bloodthirsty lunatic, this was one step too far. School kids loudly protested the
new design, and Bokassa responded by reportedly having them killed. The French government ended up
stepping in to remove Bokassa. As of March , the CAR is in the grip of a double genocide. Not content with
being the unopposed ruler of an entire country, Ceausescu transformed his Soviet office into a bizarre sort of
monarchy. He built himself a fake scepter to carry around. He swiped treasures from Buckingham Palace
during a state visit. And he ordered the construction of the biggest, stupidest palace the world has ever known.
The Palace of the Parliament is , square meters 3. For building such an offense to the eyes and for genocide ,
Ceausescu and his wife were executed on live TV on Christmas Day, , forever putting to an end his kingly
ambitions. Radio Free Europe As a kid, did you ever think characters like Snow White felt so real they just
had to exist? Well, kids in Kazakhstan get that all the time because their fairy tales feature real-life dictator
Nursultan Nazarbayev as the dashing hero. In , Nazarbayev commissioned a book called Leader of the Nation
Nursultan , an epic fairy tale collection about himself. Former Yugoslav strongman Josip Tito was. Only he
had a better plan than simply hoping Facebook would remind his loved ones: He made everyone run. Every
May 25 from until his death, the whole of Yugoslavia transformed into a gigantic relay event. The entire
operation took over a month and involved the whole countryâ€”or, rather, all seven countries, since
Yugoslavia was really a federation of states. Unlike other post-colonial leaders, Banda utterly hated his own
culture. Where most of Africa spurned the trappings of imperialism, he embraced it, creating a society more
rigidly British than Britain itself. One of his first acts was to construct an exact replica of Eton College and
staff it purely with expat Brits. Then he went about firing and often executing every single black minister and
business leader, replacing them with white men. He became an active supporter of apartheid in South Africa,
despite having suffered under the system as a black laborer 20 years earlier. Banda wanted it to be a Victorian
one, too. His reign banned television, modern music, and miniskirts and promoted a rigid moral code. Men
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were forbidden from wearing long hair, and any sign of s cultureâ€”such as bell bottomsâ€”was made illegal.
And just like a British governor of old, Banda treated his fellow countrymen with benign disdain, imagining
them as ignorant peasants in need of his enlightened guidance. He finally died aged 99, hated by his own
people and spurned by the Britain he loved so much. That someone is Muammar Gadhafi. He frequently had
Botox injections to try to make his face less hideous. He forbade sports stars from being identified by name in
case they became more popular than him. He secretly wore a wig but still managed to look ridiculous. His fear
of appearing ugly was so great he even underwent plastic surgery without anesthesia on multiple occasions.
The guy could well have been the vainest, most insecure man who ever lived, which was quite an achievement
when you consider everyone else on this list.
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Share Shares As children, most of us are exposed to books in one form or another. Some of us come from a
family of bookworms, while others recoil at the sight of a meaty book. However, did you know that many of
the books you either read or had read to you as children were at one point banned? According to Banned
Books Awareness, this classic has been banned in a variety of countries at one point or another, including
Russia, China, Turkey, and even its home turf, England. In fact, even some places in the United States have
banned this book! In the case of Russia, Winnie-the-Pooh was banned in because of alleged Nazi ties. In truth,
the entire ban was based on the fact that a single person, known for supporting the Nazi party, was found to
own a picture of a swastika-adorned Pooh. Apparently, this one isolated case is enough for Russia to decide
that Winnie the Pooh is pro-Nazi, and therefore anti-Russia. As Pooh might say: Originally published in the
year , The Wonderful Wizard of Oz is one of the foundations of the fairytale genre. Who, then, would seek to
ban a book that has become so important to the American experience? It might surprise you to know that this
timeless classic has been contested for many years and for a variety of reasons. It was also said that the book
perpetuated cowardly behavior â€” despite the fact that the character afflicted by cowardice was in fact never
cowardly to begin with. The land of Oz has also come under fire from religious communities, who claim that
it presents children with a positive image of magic and sorcery. Clearly, whatever the reason, people who
would seek to ban this classic are living somewhere on the wrong side of the rainbow. While A Wrinkle in
Time may have been inspired by quantum physics theories, surprisingly it resonates very well with young
children. This is the sort of story that teaches readers to look beyond the world they know and into the
something spectacular, and it has often been praised for its imagination and vision. A foundation in Iowa even
claimed that book had satanic themes. Published in , this classic has been readily available on most library
shelves for children to read. However, some people would much rather that this title never see the light of day.
Fortunately, the Muslim Council of Britain saw the folly of this ban: While some people applaud Patterson for
crafting a story full of both fantasy and realism, others find the very real depiction of the death of a child to be
too much for children to handle. Aside from the alleged morbid elements of this tale, Bridge to Terebithia has
also been accused of promoting a variety of religious philosophies, including Satanism, Occultism, and New
Age religion. Alice in Wonderland has inspired several nonsensical complaints. Though most of these claims
have been answered with explanations and rebuttals, there are still people today who find this book
inappropriate for the intended audience. Seuss American author Dr. Green Eggs and Ham is a book about
trying new things, and going against the status quo. Apparently, the Chinese government feared that the ham
in Green Eggs and Ham represented some sort of sexual imagery, and that Sam was a minion of temptation.
Whether said school children read the book in a box or with a fox, is yet to be determined. Said censors have
clearly lacked the desire to become kings or queens of their Wild Things. While those of us only exposed to
the adaptation as well as subsequent revisions of the book might find this hard to believe, book-savvy folk â€”
as well as Burton fans â€” might be able to identify some problems. In the original text, Oompa Loompas are
depicted as dark skinned pygmy people who work for cocoa beans as opposed to money. While Dahl claims
that he never intended to work racist themes into his book, people were offended all the same. The book was
banned for a short while in places in the U. I guess it holds the magic ticket. The plot is epic and filled with
trials and tribulations, and it features a large party of rabbits of different skills and attributes. These rabbits
sought a new home, and they had to fight to get there every step of the way. In fact, the conflict and brutal
realism of Watership Down is one of the factors that have caused this classic to be banned time and time
again. Though never banned nationally to my knowledge, select schools in the U.
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how-tos, the disturbing children's books, the bizarre conspiracies, and every other sort of weird but which book is the
most absolutely ridiculous?

Nikolai Chernyshevsky , The book inspired many Bolsheviks , including Vladimir Lenin , who wrote a
pamphlet with the same title in However, it is not a masterwork of prose: Mark Schrad observed in Vodka
Politics that "there is no real plotline or tension, and the environment and characters are stagnant. It has been
called the worst novel ever written. It was "popularised" by Barry Pain who called it "a thing that happens
once in a million years. The Eye of Argon below. There is an intention toward metaphor â€”a lunge in the
general direction of the literaryâ€”but an obvious misunderstanding of how such things work and often, for
that matter, how syntax works. The novel was badly received by historians of the horror genre. Lovecraft , in
his essay Supernatural Horror in Literature , stated that Stoker "utterly ruins a magnificent idea by a
development almost infantile". Hadji placed The Lair of the White Worm at number twelve in his list of the
worst horror novels ever written. Hitler posits a Jewish conspiracy to gain world leadership, speaks of the evils
of communism , Marxism , parliamentary democracy , and of the need of the German people to seize
Lebensraum "living space" from the Slavic peoples to the east. When Hitler gained control of Germany in the
s, the ideology expounded in Mein Kampf would lead to the Second World War , the Holocaust , and tens of
millions of deaths. Mein Kampf has been described by many writers as the "most evil book in history," [14]
[15] [16] [17] and its publication has been illegal or restricted in many countries since the defeat of Nazism in
It is full of bombastic, hard-to-follow clauses , historical minutiae, and tangled ideological threads, and both
neo-Nazis and serious historians tend to avoid it. Objectivist novel considered by Rand fans to be her magnum
opus , but widely criticised for "cardboard characters, over necessarily long speeches [and] absurd plotlines,"
[22] [23] as well as its dubious moral messages. Think about that for a second. Not when there are so many
mediocrities and sub-mediocrities pulling them down with their infernal demands to be treated with dignity
and compassion. It was the mighty engine that powered the world. Named in by the Libertarian Alliance as the
worst book ever written. It indeed became a bestseller, and sales went up even more once the hoax was
revealed. Metal Gear Alexander Frost , And this book is so bad it might cause your brain to forget how to
read in self-defense. Her purple prose takes on ever deeper hues, and her customary parade of hyperbolic
description is in constant evidence. Depicts the travails of several survivors who are "left behind" after the
Rapture removes all Godly, righteous people from earth. In the London Review of Books , John Sutherland
wrote "Criticism lacks terms adequate to describe the narrative feebleness of these novels. A mystery thriller
novel following secret societies and the struggle between the Priory of Sion and Opus Dei over the possibility
of Mary Magdalene and Jesus having children. The Da Vinci Code was widely criticized for its many factual
inaccuracies and clumsy prose style. The book simultaneously repulses and attracts, groaning under the weight
of its pretension. Revealing Eden Victoria Foyt , The attempt at racial commentary was widely viewed as
clumsy and poorly-handled, if not outright racist. German blogger Christian Schmidt called it the worst book
he had ever read. The Daily Mail asked "What on earth was [publisher] Penguin thinking? Jerry Coyne ,
writing in Dawn , called it "The worst book about Charles Darwin ever written" and "a grossly inaccurate and
partisan attack on both Darwin and evolution.
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Informs and elucidates the bizarre events, ridiculous characters and stupid decisions that have shaped Britain's story
since

Chapter 7 : Utterly Stupid Superhero Fails | TheThings
Ridiculous comic book superheroes come in all shapes and sizes. And these are the characters voted by many to be the
most ridiculous superheroes of all time. Sometimes it's not the stupid heroes fault; they were written to serve a very
specific comic book function, and no one had a plan for the character after that.

Chapter 8 : 40 Worst Book Covers and Titles Ever | Bored Panda
15 Most Ridiculous Book Titles Ever If you've ever strolled down the aisles of your local book store, you are well aware
that not every book title on the shelves is a gem.

Chapter 9 : The Ridiculous 6 () - IMDb
But some dictators have to win at utterly ridiculous things, too, even at things that require no skill or intelligence
whatsoever. Things like the Zimbabwe state lottery. In , Zimbabwe's partly state-owned Zimbabwe Banking Corporation
announced that Robert Mugabe had unexpectedly won the lottery.
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